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With social distancing, many people discovered, for the first 
time, the recreation, solace and wonder that can be found in nature. The 
exponential growth in visitors to our public nature preserves bolstered 
our commitment to our mission of land conservation. We protected 
62 acres of history, water and beauty on Shafers Schoolhouse Road in 
Bartonsville this year, which will be opened to the public in early summer 
2021 as the Rail Gap Pocono Creek Nature Preserve. 

Beyond offering a new preserve to explore, we are 
making our network of 11 nature preserves more visitor-
friendly. Stewardship Manager Matt Schultz has enlisted 
an army of volunteers to create, mark, and improve trails 
and amenities on PHLT preserves. Their hard work has 
benefited visitors and provided a way to safely gather 
together for a shared purpose.

Another notable development was the merger of 
Pocono Avian Research Center (PARC) into PHLT, 
providing a way for PARC’s 20 years of research and 
education to continue into the future and expanding 
PHLT’s budding student research program. We also 
welcomed a new outreach coordinator, Abigail Dillon, at 
the outset of the pandemic. She has been maintaining 
the website and managing our social media presence 
and is also responsible for our wonderful monthly 
newsletter. I hope to work with her in person someday!

In spite of the current environment, we remain committed to preserving 
the important lands and waters of the Pocono region and creating places 
for people to connect to nature. We very much look forward to the day 
we can gather again to celebrate all that we are accomplishing together. 

As we continue dealing with unprecedented challenges, all of us at 
Pocono Heritage Land Trust hope that you and your families are safe 
and healthy. Thank you for your continued support of nature, land 
conservation and PHLT. Your generosity makes all the difference.

With gratitude,

F R O M  T H E
EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR

Louise Troutman

POCONO HERITAGE LAND TRUST 
executive summary of financial statements
for fiscal year ended March 31, 2020

The independent accountant’s review report and the full 
financial statements are posted on phlt.org.
Federal Tax Forms 990 are available on GuideStar.org.
All funds raised are used to protect important land and 
water in the Poconos.

his year, we’ve all had to make adjustments due to the coronavirus pandemic.  We’ve 
changed the way we work, the way our children go to school and the way we interact 
with each other.  We’ve also changed the way we interact with nature.
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By Matt Schultz, PHLT 
stewardship manager

As a complement to recording 
information about the rare 
species found on PHLT preserves 
and conservation easements, I am also 
trying to make lists of all species, including 
common ones, for each PHLT property.

If you’ve spent any time in the field 
with me, you have probably noticed 
me indulging my obsession with 
iNaturalist, which is an app for making 
and sharing nature observations. I 
am happy to explain in great detail 

how the app works, but for now just know 
that if you make a nature observation on 
a PHLT preserve and post it to iNaturalist, 

the observation will show up in a project, 
and the data from that project is used to 
expand our species lists.

After Glen Run, where a bioblitz was 
conducted in June 2018, the preserve 
with the greatest number of plant species 
documented so far is Pomeroy Nature 
Preserve with 170 species.

ocono Heritage Land Trust preserves 
are well-known to protect high-quality 
streams and creeks in Monroe County. 

If you’re not a fisherman yourself, just ask 
around, and you’ll find PHLT has been a major 
force in protecting headwaters and stretches of 
exceptional value streams and tributaries along 
Paradise Creek, McMichaels Creek, and Brodhead 
Creek. I have found PHLT members, volunteers, 
and board members extremely knowledgeable 
about all aspects of fishing. Board member Don 
Baylor has even written a book about the history 
of fly-fishing.

What I have found to be less well-documented 
is the extent to which the 4,300 acres PHLT has 
protected provide habitat for uncommon, rare 
and listed plants and animals of Monroe County. 
It is a personal interest of mine to bring attention 
to these lesser-known species that often have 
very interesting life histories.

In the summer of 2019, I happened to snap 
a photo of an Edwards’ hairstreak butterfly 
nectaring on milkweed at Pohoqualine Fish 
Association property over which PHLT holds a 
conservation easement. This is a listed butterfly 
that is associated with scrub oak barrens, 
a habitat that is thankfully still prevalent in 
Monroe County, though uncommon to rare 
elsewhere in Pennsylvania. 

Including the Edwards’ hairstreak, I have 
documented 13 occurrences of rare and listed 
species at PHLT preserves. These include records 
obtained from the Pennsylvania Natural Heritage 
Program and from PHLT board members and 
volunteers. This list includes butterflies, turtles, 
plants and natural communities, all protected by 
PHLT preserves and conservation easements. I 
am confident that with additional search effort, 
the list will grow!

Biodiversity of PHLT preserves documented via app

Rare species observed  
on PHLT’s preserves

By Matt Schultz, PHLT stewardship manager

Edwards’ hairstreak butterfly

Box turtle

Eastern ribbon snake
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ackie and Darryl Speicher know their birds. 

For 20 years, they’ve run Pocono Avian Research Center 
(PARC), a local non-profit with a mission of fostering 
appreciation for our native birds and their habitats.

PARC projects have brought people together in an effort 
to learn about and study the 
birds of the region. PARC’s two 
decades of research have included 
continent-wide studies through its 
partnerships with the Institute for 
Bird Populations, Project Owlnet, 
Monroe County Conservation 
District, Cherry Valley National 
Wildlife Refuge, and local school 
districts, colleges, and universities. 

Educational programming led PARC to work with varied 
groups throughout the northeast. PARC’s renowned internship 
program has included peer-review publications, award-winning 
presentations at a number of prestigious conferences, and has 
encouraged student interns toward careers in conservation and 
education. 

As PARC entered its 20th year, the time came to merge with 
an organization that would continue its mission to conserve 
these precious habitats. Lacking the resources to do land 
conservation work on the ground, PARC’s merger with PHLT 
was a natural fit. 

On a practical level, the merger means that Jackie and 
Darryl can continue to do what they love, know that PARC’s 
future is secure, and spend less time on paperwork and 
meetings. The merger has already resulted in the productive 
internships noted on page 5, and both organizations are 
excited about the potential for future collaborations. 

PHLT, bird research center 
fly higher with merger

Above: Darryl Speicher with a pileated woodpecker.
Near right: A saw-whet owl.

Far right: Darryl and Jackie Speicher (Pocono Record photo)
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Volunteers are the lifeblood of any non-
profit organization. Indeed, for nearly 
half of its 36-year existence, PHLT was 
completely run by volunteers. We have 
a three-person staff now, but still nearly 
every aspect of PHLT’s operations is 
enhanced by the work of volunteers. 
PHLT volunteers pick up trash, build trails, 
bridges, and boardwalks, monitor nature 
preserves, organize files, remove invasive 
species, stuff envelopes, plant trees, lead 
nature hikes and so much more. 

To all our great volunteers: THANK YOU 
for your past, present and future efforts!

Pocono Heritage Land Trust jointly hosted 
its first intern in the summer of 2019 with 
Monroe County Planning Commission. 

Ryan Lord, a geography 
student at Salisbury 
University, used and 
refined his geographic 
information systems (GIS) 

skills to the benefit of both organizations. 
Ryan’s major project was to produce 
standardized maps of all of PHLT’s 
preserved properties. He used MCPC’s 
professional-grade GPS equipment to 
map the existing trails on PHLT’s preserves 
and then transferred the data to GIS to 
create accurate, user-friendly trail maps. 
Ryan helped clear, mark and complete 
the trail systems on multiple preserves. 
He also marked property boundaries, 

monitored conservation easements, and 
undertook a major reorganization of the 
preserve paper files. Ryan gained real-
world application of his course material, 
and the two organizations gained fresh 
perspective, as well as some extra help!

Lourdes Gierlich, Melissa Benzinger-
McGlynn and Stella Solasz (pictured left 
to right) began interning with PHLT in the 
autumn of 2020 through a partnership 
with Pocono Avian Research Center. 
Due to COVID-19, their research project 
couldn’t be the usual in-person group 
field research project. 

Board member Jackie Speicher and 
Stewardship Manager Matt Schultz 
devised a remote research project that 
would allow the students to gather 
all available information to create 
biodiversity inventories on seven PHLT 
nature preserves.

This was a complex and interesting 
project that involved combing through 
online databases such as E-bird and 
iNaturalist, contacting state offices, 
interviewing local experts, and collating 
information from paper records. The 
students decided on a divide-and-
conquer strategy, where each took 
responsibility for collecting information 
and data on a smaller subset of species. 
Melissa was responsible for on-the-
ground herps and mammals, Lourdes 
studied plants, and Stella explored the 
database of bird sightings. The students 
also engaged the public to gather 

information through independent mini 
bio-blitzes on two PHLT preserves.

Throughout the internship, the students 
had the opportunity to meet with local 
experts: naturalist Bill Clark, natural and 
cultural historian Don Miller, aquatics 
expert Don Baylor, and game commission 
officer Bill McGlone.

The project delivered an in-depth 
diversity inventory of the selected PHLT 
properties and a roadmap for how to do 
this type of historical record search. Both 
results are useful to Pocono Heritage Land 
Trust for property management purposes. 
The roadmap is a tool other landowners 
can use to find out more about the 
biodiversity of their property.

Lourdes, Melissa and Stella are continuing 
the project on additional PHLT properties 
through the spring of 2021.

PHLT welcomes first interns

Far left: Stephan van de Loecht
Near left: Brenda Wilkins
Above: Linda Snyder and Jerry Santosus

volunteers



Stop by some of our 12 preserved properties.    
              We’re always improving upon them, 
              so you might see something new!

For directions and details,  
see phlt.org.

In September 2020, Pocono Heritage Land 
Trust purchased what was to become Rail 
Gap Pocono Creek Nature Preserve on Shafers 
Schoolhouse Road in Bartonsville. 

Known as Rail Gap Preserve, this beautiful 62-acre property is 
bisected by the former Wilkes-Barre & Eastern railroad corridor. 
The WB&E provided transportation for coal, ice, and passengers 
from 1893 to 1939 from Stroudsburg to Wilkes-Barre. 

Rail Gap Preserve also includes a section of Pocono Creek 
that is clean and healthy enough to support a population of 
naturally reproducing trout. Preliminary stream evaluation 
conducted by members of Brodhead Trout Unlimited (with 
fishing poles in hand) have confirmed that the creek provides 
great fishing.

In addition to providing a haven for wildlife, Rail Gap Preserve 
will provide hiking, fishing, birding and a scenic place for the 
enjoyment of nature. 

PHLT staff and volunteers are busy cleaning 
up trash and cutting trails on the property. 
With the help of the Stroud Township road 
crew, we hope to open this new preserve to 
the public in early summer 2021. 

This purchase was made possible by Stroud 
Township, the Pennsylvania Department of 
Conservation and Natural Resources, and 
David Morine, a long-time champion of land 
conservation nationwide. 

We thank the kind owners who decided to 
conserve their property for posterity. The 
friendly welcome and generous support 
from neighboring property owners has 
bolstered the decision for open space 
instead of development on this remarkable 
property. 

Rail Gap Preserve joins PHLT family

Top left: Pocono Creek meanders through Rail Gap 
Preserve, PHLT’s latest addition.
Left: A walk through Rail Gap Preserve shows hints 
of its hisory.

Above: Eric Gusztaw 
with a brown trout 
caught at Rail Gap 

Preserve.

Below: Kate 
Troutman with wood 
frog eggs found  
in Pocono Creek.

KEPHART  
NATURE 
PRESERVE

YANKEE RUN  
NATURE PRESERVE
• Trail cleared and marked 

with diamonds.
• Bridge built over Yankee Run.
• Trash cleaned up along 
Crestwood Drive.

FIELDSTONE FARM TANK CREEK  
NATURE PRESERVE
• Three trails cleared and marked with 
diamonds.
• Bridge crossing made over outfall from 
ponds. 
• Sign kiosk finished; roadside sign 
installed, brochure box installed.

KURMES PARADISE CREEK  
NATURE PRESERVE

• Loop trail cleared, established, and 
marked with diamonds.
• Loop trail around vernal pool 

marked and cleared.
• Two sections of boardwalk built over wet 
areas.
• Locking case installed at Phoebe Snow 
entrance.
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UPPER PARADISE  
NATURE PRESERVE

POCONO CREEK  
NATURE PRESERVE

GEORGE & OLIVE LEARN 
CONSERVATION EASEMENT

• Two trails cleared, established, 
and marked with diamonds.

RAIL GAP POCONO CREEK 
NATURE PRESERVE

GLEN RUN  
NATURE PRESERVE

• Trails cleared and marked 
with diamonds

POMEROY McMICHAELS 
CREEK NATURE PRESERVE

POHOQUALINE 
FISH ASSOCIATION 
CONSERVATION EASEMENT

JONAS MOUNTAIN 
NATURE PRESERVE

• New trail cleared and 
marked with diamonds.
• Bridge over Jonas Creek.
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Right: 
Brian Lacey, 

left, Linda 
Snyder and 

Matt Schultz 
working 

on a bridge 
over Jonas 

Creek.
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PHLT offers a variety of programs and 
events to engage with members, 
donors and friends. In 2019 and 
2020, there was hiking, eagle 
watching, owl searching, biking, 
kayaking, stargazing, painting, tree 
identification, composting, waterfall 
exploring, pollinator seeking, leaf 
peeping, beekeeping and art exhibits. 
Some were public, others as a thank 
you to our loyal members. 

PROGRAMS
& EVENTS

If you’d like to take part in future 
events, please check our website at 
www.phlt.org or follow us on social 
media. 

We look forward to providing 
opportunities for our community 
to get outdoors, get involved, and 
find new ways to explore the natural 
world.

Right: Moonlight 
paddle.
Below: A vernal 
pool adventure 
at Kurmes.

Winter tree identification with Don Miller

Pohoqualine McMichaels photography “shootout” with Pocono Photo Club Painting class at Brodhead Creek Heritage Center with Elaine Madere

Brodhead Canyon hike Beekeeping seminar led by Erik Diemer
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In November 2019, PHLT was the proud 
recipient of a public arts grant from the 
Pennsylvania Council on the Arts and 
Pocono Arts Council. The grant funded 
the installation of the Gallery at Brodhead 
Creek Heritage Center, a space for local 
artists to connect with the community and 
inspire a creative relationship with nature. 

PHLT celebrated the opening of the gallery 
with a beautiful exhibit by Pocono Photo 
Club, showcasing winter photography of 
animals, plants, snowy landscapes and 
creeks from their collective members in 

January 2020. The reception offered live 
music by Brit and Kenny Play Music, and 
attracted many first-time visitors to BCHC, 
promising a new opportunity to cultivate 
and engage a passionate and growing 
community. 

While COVID-19 necessitated the 
cancellation of several planned exhibits, 
the gallery was able to host the works of 
two artists in late summer and early fall, 
with socially-distanced reception events 
and outdoor refreshments on the deck of 
BCHC.

at Brodhead Creek Heritage Center

Marie Liu, a Milford-based artist whose colorful, 
natural paintings bring the history and importance 
of land conservation to life, exhibited her artwork 
July through September.  Marie’s reception included 
a virtual visit from actor Erik Burro as William Penn, 
who provided a narrative to accompany Marie’s 
symbolic painting of the famous“Great Council Tree” 
in Walpack, N.J.  

More information on Marie’s art can be found at 
marieliuart.com.

Don Baylor, a PHLT board member, local retired English teacher, aquatic 
biologist, author and accomplished flyfisherman, displayed his paintings during 
October.  Returning to the craft only in the last few years, Don exhibited a 
remarkable number of detailed and captivating paintings, including a variety of 
trout studies, angling and landscape scenes. Don’s daughter Jody Fry, a talented 
potter, displayed her pottery along with Don’s artwork at his reception.  

More information can be found at d-baylor-flyfish-art.com.

The Gallery at Brodhead 
Creek Heritage Center 
has rotating exhibits 
planned through 2021, 
including a display 
by noted nature 
photographer Nancy 
Tully and “Botanification,” 
a collaborative display 
of 3D flowers by 
sculptor Darlene Labar, 
photographer Mitzi 
Campbell and naturalist 
Don Miller.  

Artists interested in 
showcasing their efforts 
to engage the public with 
nature through art are 
encouraged to contact 
PHLT at 570-424-1514 or 
info@phlt.org.

p

p
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MEMBERS  
& DONORS

Absolutely Lawns
Andrew Albanese
Bob & Donna Alker
Frank Allen
Jean & Russ Amick
Richard Amori
Frank & Marilyn Angellatta
Anonymous 
Arlington Diner
Robert Barrett Jr.
Barton Brothers
Ty Bartosh
Robert Bass
Mary Joan Baxter
Rob Baxter
Don Baylor
Joseph & Sara Bedrick
John & Friedel Benson
Mary Bickart
Nancy & Jeff Bogert
Bruce Bonner & Andrew Leschak
Jim & Cheryl Borbidge
Marcy Boroff
Dr. William E. Brinker Jr.
Brodhead Forest & Stream Association
Nancy Brown
Todd & Jewel Burns
Gary & Kathie Calandra
Rachael Calderin
Richard Cary
Clark Chandler & Roberta Barnes
Mark & Johanna Chehi
Joseph Cianciarulo
Maurizio & Lindy Cibischino
Jane Cilurso
William & Nancy Clark
Tracey Clarke
Andre Colombo
James & Victoria Connor
Ralph Cook

Sarah Corcoran
Mia Corona
Elizabeth & Ron Cortright
Ed Cramer
Maryann Custard
Mary Dalessio
Brian Davis
Clarence Dennis
Margaret Deordio
Jennifer Dillon
Mark Dodel
Tina Drake
Gregory Eger
Jolene Evans
Todd Farley
Gregory Ferenbach
Sherry Ferguson
Anne Fetherman
Kathleen Flynn
Catherine Folio
Patricia Freeland
Steven & Josephine Friedman
Jody Fry
Jim Fullerton
James Furiosi
Michael Gadomski
Tom, Micky, Burl, Millie & Emmett Galucci
Shannon Gardner
Kim & Tom Gauntner
Mark Gaylo
Denis Giffels
Peter & Susan Gillim
Eric & Amy Girardi
Michael Gondell
Martin Gonzalez & Julia Fernald
Nellie Gordon
Richard Grebb
Patricia Griffin
Stephen & Sharon Guest
David Hakim

Dan & Sara Hamblin
Robert Hare
Jeffrey Heberley
Ruth Hebron
Antoinette Heitmann
Donald Henderson
The Henry Family
Frank & Barbara Herting
Mary Ellen Higgins
Claudia Hill
Jim & Carol Hillestad
Brian & Marilou Hitt
Marguerite Hope
William Jabara
John Jacobi
Bruce Johnson
Bob & Tamre Joyce
Kevin Jud
Patrick Kelley
Borghild Kemmerer
Patricia Kennedy & Michael Thomas
Caren & Larry Kinder
Kenneth & Sharon Kochey
Mary Ann Krolikowski
Robert Labar
Brian & Rita Lacey
David & Mary Lang
Carolyn Lange
Kimberly Larkin
Lorraine Larkin
James Laubenstein
Emilia Lausz
Douglas & Fawn Learn
Olive Learn
Daniel Leddy
Foster Lee
Homer Lee
Bill Leonard
Dick Lilleston
Roman Limbrunner

Rachael Calderin
Ed Cramer
Shannon Gardner
Becca & Jamie Manheimer
Dave Morine and his tireless  
     efforts to protect land
Louise Troutman
John & Fran Whipple

David Mulvey
Lucas Smith
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William F. Loftus
Maureen Madden
Elaine Madere
Baudon Malmbeck
David & Theresa Marazas
Bruce Marks
Marina & James Maroney
Roxane Martin
Frank & Virginia May
Connie McCann
Suzanne McCool
Nancy McCullar
Antoinette & Robert McDonald
Bill & Mary McGlone
Kevin McLaughlin
Barbara McMahon
James McMullen
Laura Melle
Theresa Merli
Cathy McAlary-Meyer
Patricia Michelin
Darlene & Kenneth Miller
Donald & Gayle Miller
Rosemary Miller
William & Cynthia Miller
Ramon Molina
John Motz
Fred Mourar
Brett Moyer
Sue & Dean Neely
Carol Nevil
Eric Newman
Gary & Sue Oiler
Patricia O’Keefe
Lisa Oser
Gregory Pence
Matthew Perkins
Jill Perry
Eric Peters
Jacob Petersen

Aaron Pilch
Melissa Pinkerton
Francis Pisko
Pleasant Valley Estates Civic Association
Pocono Magazines LLC
Pocono Mountain Bluestone Company
Eileen & Randall Porte
John Posso
Anita Procci
Doris Pursell
Jack Rader
Mary Reiss
Robin Hood Lakes Lot Owners Association
Ray & Candace Roper
RUDA Foundation
Craig Sabatino
Karen Sabatino
Mario Scavello
Ann Schoonover
Steve Schroettnig
Deb Schuler
Jennifer Shukaitis
Christopher Sides
Sharon Sides
Michelle Siptroth
Bonnie Smith
David & Cindy Smith
Jason Smith
Wm. Dawson Smith
Smithfield Township
Jonas Snyder
Linda Snyder
Paul & Anna May Snyder
Susan Spatt-Logomasini
Jackie Speicher
Charles Stauffer
Richard & Pamela Stebbins
Daniel & Kathleen Steere
Edie Stevens
Susan Stracquadanio

Strauser Nature’s Helpers
Doug Swift
Roberta Targonski
Jill Thatcher
Donald Thomas
Marie & Robert Thomsen
Russell Thrall III
Craig Todd
David & Robin Trainer
Nancy Tully
Laura van Gilder
Stephan van de Loecht
Thomas Van Zandt
George Vanderbilt
Michael & Madelon Vitucci
Charles & Bonnie Vogt
Robert Wacker
Tom & Amy Walker
Eleanor Watrous
Pamela Weiler
Richard Wellbrock
Alan & Adrienne Westheim
Mark Wexler
Amy Whipple
John & Fran Whipple
Brenda Wilkins
Thomas & Christine Wilkins
Kim Williams
Todd Williams
Cindi Willis
Sondra Wolferman
Fran Wylie
Julie Wynne
Wayne Yetter
Franklin Young
Ray Youngblood
Valery Yura
Philip Zimich

Stella Becker
Brit & Kenny Play Music
Thomas Detweiler
Don & Gayle Miller
Pocono Lawn & Landscape
Pocono Photo Club
Riley & Associates
Stroud Township
David & Robin Trainer
Tree Savers
Attorney Charles Vogt

Photos in this report courtesy of:
Abigail Dillon
Shannon Gardner
Bob Hare 
Rita Lacey
Pocono Record 
Candace Roper
Ray Roper
Matt Schultz
Jackie Speicher
Louise Troutman



Eagle photos by Ray Roper
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